My Fraction Book
by Miss Pekkarinen
Here is a book about fractions! I learned so much about fractions with Miss P. She taught me that fractions are everywhere. They are in food, around school, and outside. I love fractions!!!!
Whole

When I have all of something, I have a whole!
I got to eat a whole Hershey bar! Yum! I love chocolate!
Here is a whole fraction circle and a whole fraction square.
I took a picture of a whole tree! I also took a picture of a whole car. Look at the bulletin board. The whole thing is green!
A Half  

I learned how to cut whole objects in half! When I cut something in half I get 2 pieces!!! Each piece is called a half. To write this with numbers it would be 1/2.
I used the fraction circles to show 1/2. I also used a fraction square to show 1/2.
Here is my Hershey bar broken in half. Now I can share it with 1 friend!
Look! 1/2 of the cubes are brown and 1/2 of the cubes are pink!
I love playing with Play-Doh. 1/2 of the Play-Doh is green and 1/2 is pink!
Miss P's cabinet is cut in half! So are her bookshelves!!!!
A Third 1/3

If I am in a group of three friends I need to cut an apple into 3 parts! Each part would be 1/3!!!
Many things are divided into 3 parts. Each part is 1/3. 2/3 of the light switches are turned on.
A Fourth 1/4

When I divide something into 4 parts, each part is 1/4!
three-fourths \( \frac{3}{4} \)
I see that 3/4 of the paper rolls are yellow and 1/4 of the paper rolls are orange.
2/4 of the plugs are electric outlets. That is the same as 1/2!!!
The End!

Fractions are fun!!